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of course, you can also add comments that are not directly related to the hangout itself. so you can quickly discuss a topic, and then go into
the hangout to talk more about it. since it is a hangout, you can create multiple hangouts in parallel, and give each one a different number
(like forum123, forum456, and forum789). as of july 25, the free visual studio 2013 express for desktop has been released. so it's all good
now. you can download it from the link below. and while this is by no means a comprehensive list of the full changes for each visual studio

version since 2002 (i have no idea how to do that), this gives you a good idea of what's new. i love the visual studio family of products. i know,
the naming convention is quite different but it's still easy to understand, you see the big family tree picture at the start of every visual studio

product, so you can quickly see what it is you're going to get. you can choose (or be prompted) to get the express version for free. there's
some talk about added windows desktop support too, but that's the extent of it so far. c# has code snippets, and vb has snippets, but what if
you want to add some snippets in xaml? no problem. if you start typing the first few characters of a snippet name, windows will pop up a list
of pre-defined snippets. you can select any one, and then the rest of the code will be inserted. this is a nice feature that makes it easier to

add basic code snippets to your xaml files. obviously, you don't get any intellisense for snippets, but it's a nice feature. here are some
screenshots.
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we have made some changes to the express editions that are valid in visual studio 2013.
they will be coming in visual studio 2013 sp1. in order to ensure that we don't accidentally

break them, we will be temporarily publishing the express editions for 2012, 2013, and
later as a separate download. when this happens they will be codenamed “rtm” editions.

this change will occur later today. as you know, the visual studio 2012 sp1 express
editions are coming out later this year. we tried to do it for vs2013 as well but we couldn't
find a solution that worked. but you can already use the express versions in visual studio
2012, and we will be releasing them this afternoon as a separate download. we recently

released visual studio 2017 15.3.2, and we're keeping a watchful eye on it as it continues
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to ship to customers. i wanted to announce some additional features that we plan to bring
in an upcoming update. in this scenario before update 5, the branch operation generated

an error and was not completed. visual studio incorrectly treated the new folder as a
regular folder instead of a branch until visual studio was restarted.note this issue applies

only to a team foundation version control (tfvc) instance that is hosted on either team
foundation server (tfs) or visual studio online. git version control is unaffected by this
issue. microsoft has published a detailed roadmap for visual studio 2019. we've been

planning the product as a whole and as each new release goes out to our customers, we
learn what works and what doesn't. with that in mind, we want to share with you what we

are planning for the next release of visual studio. 5ec8ef588b
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